Cry Rape!

We have been raped.

The Voice is very much like a woman: proud, sensitive, very aware of its rightful place in the world. We even run on our own cycle. But unlike a woman, we have a sense of honor, and that sense of honor has been sullied by the shocking act that resulted in the theft of this newspaper, whose monetary value is approximately 1200 dollars. But the issue is not money, but rape. We demand satisfaction, and, again like a woman, we probably won't get it.

The facts in the case are simple. We work hard all week gathering the news, sports, and features that you see tastefully presented in our pages. Monday night we take what we do in the newspaper business call "flats", worth around 1200 dollars, to our printers, the Northern Virginia Sun. Sometime between nine and eleven, the flats, (worth over a thousand dollars), were found to be missing, searched for, declared officially stolen, returned, lost again, found, and declared a National Historical Monument.

We accuse no one. But we have our well-founded suspicions. Surely the first place to look is at the Goldwyn-Dixon-Student Government-HOYA-clique, a veritable Tri-lateral commission of influence and inceustuous positions. Not ten minutes before the theft did twelve different people with connections with this shadowy underground say that if they had there way, they would do away with the Voice and everything it stands for.

What, we ask, could be clearer, more sinister, than that?

Like a woman we demand satisfaction. But, in response to this unconscionable seduction of the spirit of the First Amendment, we find the commission named to bring our view of truth to light to be filled with the cronies of the very clique that we know did the nefarious deed in the first place, as if one's rapist were also one's gynecologist. Dare we allow this unspeakable sham to continue?

We want another investigation. We want an impartial committee, made up of faculty members (who have nothing better to do) to get the facts in this case. It will not not be difficult. We have them all. We want to drag this charade out as long as possible, because otherwise why will anyone pay attention to us?

We wish we could be more optimistic about this; we simply cannot. The Voice is like a woman, and right now, we are on the rag. Libertie, Egalitie, Fraternitiat! Remember the Potemkin! In Circumis Maximus!

We ask the Georgetown Community to answer our cry of help.

Send all litter to:
The Georgetown Voice
O/o Maria "Cat Woman" Laurino (see cover)
P.O. Box 69
Artsy Fartsy Land, D.C.
For Your Inflammation: Jim Marchiony


Jim Marchiony is the Sports Information Director for GU. It is his job to make sure that the reporters for the newspapers and magazines of the nation get the information that they so vitally need, like how many points does Eric Smith usually score on rainy Thursdays in January when the combined shoe size of the opposing team is 57½ EEE. Knowing full well that the average Joe and Jane Hoya in the Pub are far more interested in hearing a Springsteen song than in knowing minute details about the basketball team, Jim realizes that his is a lonely job. "You're damn right it's lonely. No one else wants to do it. This place runs through SID's faster than Shelton runs through sneakers. Hey--wait a minute. That's a good statistic. Just how many sneakers does Shelton go through?

Marchiony arrives for work every morning at 9:00 AM wearing the tacky garments that make everyone around him snicker. For some reason, however, they are a source of special pride to him. "See this jacket? I got this in '68. I'm positive it will come back in style. Nehru jackets are so practical." Most of the rest of Marchiony's day is filled with oxygen intake. But not during the basketball season. When hoops are in fashion, Marchiony hyperventilates alot.

Marchiony graduated summa cum nada from St. Bonavivant, and after a stint as fashion designer for Spalding, Inc. came to Georgetown. It was here he discovered the fun of making up statistics. However, he seems to be rather limited in his version of Georgetown sports. "What do you mean there are other sports here besides basketball?"

Frank Connors and John Blake, former SID's who now have real jobs, were the models for Marchiony. "I realize that I have big shoes to fill. But I'm doing my best." Maybe. He still trips alot.

Hi. This is Pope John Paul.

You know, two thousand years is a pretty long time; a lot longer than the United States has even been a nation. But that's how long the organization I'm head of has been working for you. We call ourselves the Roman Catholic Church, and we're having an anniversary!

That's right. The Church (as we like to call it, here at the Office) is going to be celebrating its twentieth century as a living, growing presence in the world. And as we enter our third millennium, we thought it might be a good time to let our hair down and toss back a few for a job well done. As we do, we'll be reliving some of those triumphs of the past, as well as looking at what's left of the Church today. And we'll hazard a guess or two about the future of the ol' RCC, as it attempts to meet the challenge of tomorrow in an increasingly secular world.

Because we want you to help us celebrate this milestone in the history of the religion, we're throwing the biggest, goshdarn party this sad, little planet has ever seen. And for the next twenty years years we'll be picking up the bill at weekly get-togethers at each of our thirty-four thousand branches throughout the Western World. I should tell you that we've resurrected the ancient Christian love feast that helped put us where we are today, to which we've added a few new twists we think will amuse you. There'll be music and dancing plus special activities for the kids. And everyone is invited (even the Jews!)

So drop by as often as you can, and help us party in the new millenium! We'll be expecting you.

Because, after all, who knows where we'll all be in a thousand years?

The Roman Catholic Church
For Christ's Sake.

Dewer's Profiles
Theodore Robert (Ted) Bundy

Age: 32
Occupation: Law Student, babysitter
Home: Tacoma, Washington
Hobbies: Politics, travel, dating, mass murder
Last Accomplishment: Defended self in a celebrated trial for the bludgeon killings of two sorority girls; maintained sense of humor though decision ultimately went against him.
Last book read: In Cold Blood
Profile: Witty, urbane, homicidal. Moody yet passionate, Ted enjoys a big night out on the town. Gourmet cook and wine connoisseur. Also enjoys biting dead women's buttocks.
Quote: "Only the good die young."
Scotch: No, I think the last two were Jewish.

Don'ters Profiles
"Jowls" Donald Freeze, S.J.

HOME: Entenmann Estates, New York.
AGE: Forty-five-after face lift.
Occupation: Bon Vivant.
Hobbies: Gossiping, Mandating, Jet-Setting.
Favorite Books: Jackie, OHH!, Scruples, Looking Out for No. 1, How to Be Your Own Best Friend, Italian for Simpletons (Berlitz)
Quotes: "Relax...you're among friends," "Finisht your N-Grades, Val." "Someday, When you're 45 and can appreciate fine sherry, maybe you'll understand."
Profile: Pretentious, Effete, Elitist (Not Elite)
Scotch? No Italian...It's the language of the villa.
A Statement To The World:
The traitor must be returned at once!

The Boomer

On 1 April, a cadre of "students", acting, as did our brothers in Iran, in response to the true wishes of The People, took prisoner and now hold in a secret location imperialist documents once used by the oligarchs of Second O'Gara to enslave and annoy The People. This was an act ordained by God—we were just following orders. These heinous spy-sheets will be held by our valiant co-fanatics until the following conditions are met:

1) The return to us of the Boomer, Bill Henry, Reviewer of Reviewers, Mouth of the South, and oppressor of The People, to stand trial for his crimes.

2) An admission of guilt on the part of the Voice that they have meddled to long in the affairs of The People, when they should have been learning more important things, like the difference between an adjective and an adverb.

These things have been revealed to us through the Imam-in-chief, as it is the Will Of God, whose Name is Highest, or at least at a Considerable Altitude. Amen.

P.S. Any trips by his former Wordyness to little out-off-the-way places like Panama, Egyp, or Passaic are going to be big trouble. And don't try that "He's got a bad spleen" bit; we know he's in excellent health—at least, until we get a hold of him.
**GU Beims Imperial 400 Campus Expands to Va.**

by Robert Pope

The University has received plans to purchase the former farm and build a special library for engineering students. The library, which will be designed by students, is expected to take several years to construct. The new facility will be located on the existing campus and will provide additional space for students and faculty.

**Krogh Drives Off Bridge; Girl Drowns.**

by Jack Obi

In a tragic bicycle accident last Saturday night, Susan Ashley Krogh, a 23-year-old senior from the capital area, was killed when her bicycle collided with a car. The incident occurred on the university campus, and police are currently investigating the cause of the accident.

**Plutonium Seepage Contaminates GU.**

by Ray H. Azor

Parts of the Georgetown campus were closed yesterday with a smell of rotten eggs and a cloud of black smoke hovering over the area. University President Timothy J. Bright, who was quoted as saying, "It's bad, but it doesn't appear to be a danger..." yesterday evening, reportedly did not want to close the university. He also said that he would like to keep the campus open as long as possible, but that due to the smell, it was necessary to close the campus.

**Hot Lips Named Head of Nursing School Here.**

by Patricia Belcher

Joyce M. O'Shea was appointed last week as the new head of nursing for the School of Nursing at the University. O'Shea, who has been a nurse for over 20 years, is expected to bring new energy and enthusiasm to the department. She held a press conference yesterday to discuss her plans for the future.

**Moments of50: School of Nursing 50th Anniversary.**

by John R. Smith

The School of Nursing at the University is celebrating its 50th anniversary this year. The school was founded in 1950 and has since grown to become one of the leading nursing schools in the country. It is expected that the celebration will feature many special events and activities throughout the year.

**All seniors to receive 2.0 transcripts.**

As part of the final round of transcripts, all seniors will receive a transcript with a grade point average of 2.0. This is a change from previous years, when only students with a grade point average of 2.5 or higher received a 2.0 transcript. The new policy is expected to make it easier for students to graduate on time.

**University Provost Faces Key Bridge Incident.**

by Fred T. Jones

The University Provost, J. Donald Burns, is facing new questions surrounding the incident last week in which a Key Bridge was closed after a car crashed into it. Burns has not yet commented on the incident, but it is expected that he will do so in the near future.

**GU System -- New Criteria for Seniors.**

The University has announced a new set of guidelines for seniors this year. The new guidelines include a requirement that seniors complete a certain number of courses in order to graduate, as well as a requirement that they complete a senior project. The new policy is expected to be in effect for the upcoming academic year.
Chas Meng

Arrested

by L.M. Stend

Hoya, October 1, 1980

A dark cloud has descended upon a top Georgetown official and University President Timothy Healy's right hand man. Chas Meng, who has found himself in the spotlight by his outsized presence and a reputation for being a stickler for office manners, recently rejoined the list of people Meng might have tensored oneself. Meng's return to the campus after a semester's absence could not have passed unnoticed by the noses of the faculty. For many of them, Meng represents a symbol of the Times of Change that have overtaken Georgetown.

The story continues at the Zanana Shoppe Kitchen, where Meng devised a plan to get his hands on the food that he and his colleagues had prepared. As the staff was busy preparing the orders, Meng approached them and began to argue. It was apparent that he had been waiting for a long time and was becoming impatient. Finally, Meng left, leaving the staff to continue with their work.

“Chas Meng is a symbol of the change that is taking place at Georgetown,” said one of the staff members. “He is a part of the new generation of students who are demanding more from their university.”

Meng was not impressed with the staff’s response. “I don’t care if you’re happy with your job,” he said. “I’m here to get my money’s worth.”

Meng is known for his attention to detail and his insistence on quality. He has been involved in a number of projects that require careful planning and execution. His presence on campus has been felt by many, and his return is sure to cause a stir.

“Meng is a man of his word,” said another staff member. “He always delivers what he promises.”

Meng’s return to the campus has been met with mixed reactions. Some are excited about the new energy he brings, while others are concerned about the impact on the work environment.

“Meng is a force to be reckoned with,” said one professor. “He is always looking for ways to improve the quality of our services.”

Meng’s return to the campus is sure to bring about change. He is known for his innovative ideas and his willingness to take risks. His presence on campus will continue to be a topic of discussion for many years to come.

McSorley Transformed by Stray Fram

Sex, Pros, and GU Mix
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Draw The Ayatollah

Voice 'Editors' Enraged

Valuable Flats "Stolen"

By Holly Unkitty

Hoya, October 1, 1980

The Frist Law was stolen again. Big Deal. No one knew who did it. No one knows if it was a pro or a con. The Frist Law is a small, one roomed, apartment. It is located on the second floor of the historic Frist Building. The building was the site of the first newspaper in the United States. It is now occupied by The Wandering Farmer, a local magazine.

The Frist Law, which was restored last year after a three year absence, was again broken into. The editors of the newspaper were shocked and angry. They immediately called the police and reported the theft.

"We are seriously considering changing our security measures," said Editor-in-Chief John McPhee. "We are also thinking about giving up our old offices and moving to a new location.""The Frist Law" is a small, one roomed, apartment. It is located on the second floor of the historic Frist Building. The building was the site of the first newspaper in the United States. It is now occupied by The Wandering Farmer, a local magazine.

"We are seriously considering changing our security measures," said Editor-in-Chief John McPhee. "We are also thinking about giving up our old offices and moving to a new location."
invective
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GU Women Can't Get Enough

By Steve Allen Morgan

In the wake of all the Olympic hoopla, the Georgetown gals have decided to do something! After talking with the Women's Center, it was decided that the major

ity of G.U. women should double or tripl

e their shopping at Georgetown stores. The gals at the Women's Center felt that it was high time G.U. gals were big talkers. To test the second plan, "They're afraid and not too

active."

In light of the popular H.M.S. reve-
lue, the new thousand man, and sex-

ual liberation, what happens to Georgetown? Well, unfortunately, Monroe gals have completely aban-

doned their principles. They're now taken down on an offer. They panic.

They don't know what to do.

"It's a relationship past the talking week. The staff at the Women's Center believes that Remind them, "Friendship involves

sexual fantasies, what happens at false impressions, but let's have you heard about bananas and
cpy."

The guy seems ok, so you week following Easter break has been girls, remember, he probably wouldn't

move. The Women's Center feels that perhaps, "Play" is the only go so far with intellectual stimula-

tion."

In the wake of all this Olympic him in the pub laying those same night, his bed like ice.

It seems some huge corporations will do anything to squeeze another buck out of the public these
days. They'll up rates on pay phones to 15 and 20 cents. They'll charge you for infor-

mation.

They'll throw so much red tape your way that it can take weeks to get a phone installed.

But be one day late in paying your phone bill, and they'll cut off your service before you can say "reverse the charges." And if you still don't fork over, it could lead to an arrest. A stiff fine. A ruined life.

Billy, Free and War don't cry.

You hear, "Hey baby, I think I love you. Would you like to get involved?"

Answer, "That sounds good, but I can only go so far with intellectual stimula-

tion."

Kirkner at New South, "Hey Cutie, have you heard about bananas and
ten!"

You and I, we could eat in:

You get these songs:

S Białe Balonki

Biały Tyczk w

Grafi Miecz

13" w zdobieniach, wig-klos

Brak zdjęć

Rozbudzić Kobiet w

13" w zdobieniach, wig-klos

Brak zdjęć

Analizy

8.95 For LP $10.95 for 8-Track Tapes

Yes Kendall M.

No, Billy. You can't.

Little Billy Murackas has Cargill-Largay, a disease that kills, maims, and sickens. And what's going to happen to Billy in the next few months will not be pretty, as he slowly degenerates into what will look like a well-picked over turkey carcass.

But what's saddens of all is that Billy's Mom and Dad ignored the warning signs of Cargill-Largay until it was too late. The wearing of pastel sweaters. Chronic irritation. A penchant for warm sunny places.

So now it too late for the kid in the chair. So now it too late for the kid in the chair.

But he has thousands of other little boys and girls. They need your help. So send all you can to:

The C-L Fund

311 S. Barton Street

Arlington, VA 22204

Billy thanks you, even though he's had it. And if you're wondering why he's smiling, it's because Billy's family is having Christmas in June this year.

Merry Christmas, Billy.

You lucky kid.

Sugar 'n Spice

Greetings from Jovis in Sunny Italy

The weather has been a bit of a hindrance over here. We've had the rain again, and poor Mario is in one of his moods. But we're really happy about the sun. It's back.

P.S. Would you please take Bill Henry back?

To the Editor:

Dear Editor,

I have written a letter suggesting that the editors of the magazine consider having a few more women contributors. I have been told that my letter has been lost in the mail. Please let me know if this is true or if it has been delivered. Thank you.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

To the Editor:

Dear Editor,

I can't believe you would publish such an insensitive article without even asking for my permission. I am extremely disappointed with the lack of professional ethics in your publication.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

To the Editor:

Dear Editor,

I have been a subscriber to your magazine for many years and I am very disappointed with the recent change in content. I feel that the articles are more about fashion and celebrities than about the real issues that matter to the average person. I would like to see more articles on important social and political issues.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

To the Editor:

Dear Editor,

I would like to comment on the recent article about the health benefits of exercise. While I agree that exercise is important for maintaining good health, I believe that the article overlooked the fact that some people are physically unable to exercise. For these people, there are other ways to stay healthy, such as a balanced diet and regular medical check-ups.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

To the Editor:

Dear Editor,

I would like to express my concern about the recent increase in violence in the city. While I understand that the police are doing their best to keep us safe, I feel that more should be done to address the root causes of crime. I would like to see more resources dedicated to community programs that can help young people stay out of trouble.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

To the Editor:

Dear Editor,

I would like to give my two cents about the recent issue of your magazine. While I appreciate the articles on fashion and celebrities, I feel that the magazine could do more to address important social and political issues. I believe that the magazine has the potential to be a powerful voice for change, but it needs to take a more active role in shaping the conversation.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

To the Editor:

Dear Editor,

I would like to comment on the recent article about the environment. While I agree that we need to take action to protect our planet, I believe that the article overlooked the fact that there are many ways to make a difference, even for those who cannot afford to make major changes. Simple things like turning off the lights when we leave a room can make a big difference.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

To the Editor:

Dear Editor,

I would like to express my concern about the recent increase in violence in the city. While I understand that the police are doing their best to keep us safe, I feel that more should be done to address the root causes of crime. I would like to see more resources dedicated to community programs that can help young people stay out of trouble.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

To the Editor:

Dear Editor,

I would like to give my two cents about the recent issue of your magazine. While I appreciate the articles on fashion and celebrities, I feel that the magazine could do more to address important social and political issues. I believe that the magazine has the potential to be a powerful voice for change, but it needs to take a more active role in shaping the conversation.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

To the Editor:

Dear Editor,

I would like to comment on the recent article about the environment. While I agree that we need to take action to protect our planet, I believe that the article overlooked the fact that there are many ways to make a difference, even for those who cannot afford to make major changes. Simple things like turning off the lights when we leave a room can make a big difference.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Warner Brothers Release New Hoya Production

by X. Bill Henry
VOICE CUB REPORTER

Over the last year, George-town University has witnessed a
number of personnel changes, not only from the university itself, but also from Hollywood sources. In 1975 The Doo-
col breaker hit a fever pitch of publicity, a shallow soundtrack of fish and meat, and much good anti-fairness stuff. This was topped off by the right recipe for big profits for Warner Bros., the Columbia Pictures, and several top Japan administrators. However, the recently released film, Good Girl, Don't, was a Chesscandal. In fact, the entire GU chess playing squad will undoubtedly surpass all former records. The film will unquestionably be the winner of金汛 pereminent, Hopkins Story Suton and the other 18th Annual Golden Globes and the Director's Guild for Unemployed Directors Award. It is a new form of well hand-
shaped motion pictures. Although only obtaining a

Mid-Day Arts:
Café Treat
GU Center Director Joe Cammarata is pro-
posed to announce auditions for the Mid-
Day Arts Series Wednesday in Hoyas Musician from 4-5:17. Joe has been influential in shifting the Series from High, Program Room to the Cafe, the facts that as the result of un-
common stages the GU can handle the program. "We've just initiated a phonebook with no one else's com-

Met is looking forward to the coming up of the season because the kids are not back and there's nothing.
Met has phone. As far as the music in the program in order to justify her in-

Monday at canteen: paddlers Tuesday same (happier) players Wednesday at 10:00; Bello Shayman Thursday (pre-season only) Butler Knobs Band Friday before 7:30; Greg Show

In case of inclement weather turn, the Cafe will play all GU records until the employees in the store.

A great movie. Everyone who dresses like me should see it.
—Bill Henry, Georgetown Voice.

He is tacky.
He is obnoxious.
He is arrogant.

Every woman wants him.

No one knows why.

bill henny

Joe Cammarata in "Polyester Gigolo." A Francis X. Rienzo
Production. Directed by Tony Salazar and Tom Zarcaro.
Sports Shorts

Bill R.B., Annapolis, Maryland, photographer, was dismissed from his job in the electronics section of the Maryland-Loyola basketball game on March 16. R.B. apparently surprised 25 fans of the Loyola-Loyola basketball game by his4 mosie he could not be trusted in his job. And his 10 years with the organization into the hearts and minds of Georgians. Additionally, the results of the Georgia primary, held last week, were analyzed and the findings were presented to the Georgia State University basketball team.

Though Thompson Jilts Okies, Leaves Hilltop For NEC

By Floyd Skees

GU Hoop Coach John Thompson's departure for the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) officials stated that NEC would live up to its expectations.

Thompson could not be contacted directly. The American Nihilism Association

There ain't no Good Guys. There ain't no Bad Guys.

Ever hear yourself say, "Hey, it's all relative"? Well, you were right. There isn't any ultimate authority for things nowadays. Mostly worse.

Used to be, of course, that there were things you could count on: a loving, benevolent God, heaven and Hell, John Wayne. But all that's over. Now we realize that we were just dreaming when we thought that there was an answer to every question, that things really would make sense sooner or later. Nothing is sure these days except human life is essentially meaningless.

That's where we come in. The American Nihilism Association. We think the part of the problem is that we are trying to live contingent lives with a moral system based on absolutes. After all, but it's pretty silly to keep invoking the idea of an Absolute Objectivity Reality or a moral standard of Right and Wrong. The American Nihilism Association is founded on the principle that there is no such thing as an objective reality, that nothing is right or wrong.

The American Nihilism Association. There's nothing to it.